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to my father 
 
you were someone i lost  
the moment i was born. 
 
lying on the sofa couch and light day--  
some science thing, said toxic, blue liquid-- 
i fancied i would drink it and be dead; 
one thing i said wrong and you would  
not speak to me for days, a week, a month. 
 
my wilted hand and near-death culminating  
in broken sound, hissing dreams, 
speech to brighten, ears to plug; 
i lost you with my body as the bridge. 
 
you say-- 
"well then every family is abusive 
and we wouldn't have poetry without abuse" 
 
so here is my abuse poem; 
it will not be swallowed by your irreverence. 
 
you are just another professor, my father: 
analyzing my body for the echoes of you, 
imprinting my skin with your lost longing; 
tantalized in your ownership,  
i revolt 
 



scars 
 
         "it was the day after rajiv gandhi was killed 
               we had difficulty getting to the airport--  
                     sometimes i think it's these things that happened when you  
        were so little that have left their scars on you." 
 
                                                 atrophied (?) fingernail on the stub of my left  
                                                 little finger-- not the littlest out of these four--  
                                                 stubs-- nubs-- digital atypicality 
i don't know the words, i don't know the words 
& sometimes google isn't okay 
 
this is how i was born. these are not scars. 
 
                                        scars are being told to stop making weird noises,  
                              stop shaking and shuddering and shivering. 
 
            scars are being told that i'm normal, in fact,  
                      i'm better than normal. i'm special and talented  
                                 and gifted and i am here to change the world. 
 
                                 scars are never being allowed to be disabled. 
           
               scars are deaf ears caked with wax and 
                              words spoken "naturally" with no other "natural" to be aware of 
and hands that could never sign right even if i could--  
a disability within a disability--  
i've become fond of these lately, fond fond fond-- 
 
                          scars are abuse narratives that put red tape up at the doors 
                                     scars are the things i can't remember 
 
                            i dreamed of manhattan for so long;  
                                        surely there must be something glamorous and divine about  
                                        living in a place with such glittering buildings and a  
                                        wondrously large park. maybe i could be fashionable,  
                                        walking "smartly" to and from my almost ivy league classes,  
                                        bagel with strawberry cream cheese daintily in hand,  
                                        fingers poised like the betsy-tacy books told me to. 
                                        until bam! you are not allowed here anymore, you drop out, 



                                        you remember. 
 
                             i should have been dead by then, 
                             but i am talking about scars now. 
 
scars are reading sarah kane's 4.48 psychosis and-- bitter as all hell--  
and-- that's all. she killed herself after that 
 
scars are-- so many nameless things,  
                                         so many things to hurt and pray 
                                         riots they fetishize here, money i don't have,  
                                         how to be usamerican when i am rootlost, 
                                          
                                         knowing i'll never have children  
                                         because of the way you treat(ed) me. 
 
 
 



teach me to dance 
 
shudslowshudderslowshudder 
i 
can't 
 
hold my h--and 
(no, don't) 
 
you—move-d-moved. 
toofasttooslowtooswifttoohardtoosh-slow 
i 
 
can'tstop my head. 
my head. can't 
can't head my stop 
stop my-- can't 
can't, 
 
here's your experiment.  
you wanted an experiment right.  
something lucky to be printed, pretty letters,  
you wanted me to experiment right.  
experiment.  
experiment on my brain,  
how many more nodes would an MRI require?  
 
shall i-- pick strawberries and tangerine  
remnants, blue marks on plastic, or swaths of  
colour surrounding the blackboard. 
 
my dear-- don't say my dear. don't--  
maybe yes, this time, but-- don't--  
i keep-- every time-- even if these could-- 
 
even the boundaries are governed  
by a lack of choice even as i assert them  
they have to be in order and they have to be-- 
they will never be musical. they will only have to be 
 



i can't stop my head 
your withdrawal my unbearable brain 
nerves caught to squeeze.  
 
but you and i 
bedsheets and quilts proceed from disarray  
to asunder as these things are supposed to remain  
intact (but they don't, we sprawl and things get  
moved and, and, and, what's more--  
probably we'll move again next year and--  
another apartment to fill with tears and  
remnants to cling to,  
paper crunch to dream.  
 
the curtain's all ruined and--  
someday these craft things will all be perfectly arraigned 
with ashes) 
 
staring into your eyes helplessly and  
hopelessly and 
i'm capable of something more hopeful 
while red will tear it all  
down, ballerina flings  
stained make these  
legs beautiful  
again make my arches  
come true make it-- 
real 
 


